
1st Nine Weeks
State full name

Write first name

Identify and produce letter sounds for M, S, R, T, C, P

Read high frequency words: !a !my !the !and !can !I !like !am !go !we !at !it

Identify and demonstrate syllabication

Recognize rhyming words

Distinguish letters from words

Count orally to 25

Write numbers 0-10 (no reversals)

Match quantities to numbers 0-10

Order numbers 0-10

Name numbers 0-10 out of sequence

Identify positions: !top !middle !bottom !left !right !beside !on !off

Name and describe shapes: !circle !square !rectangle !triangle

Sort objects by color, size, and shape

Name copy and extend patterns: AB

Using a map or a globe, identify: !country  !state

Identify flags: !Tennessee !United States

Identify objects as living or non-living and classify

2nd Nine Weeks
Write first and last name correctly

Identify and produce letter sounds for A, N, D, G, F, I

Read high frequency words: !on !to !you !have !did !was !who !how !they !this !he !she

Recognize words that have the same beginning sounds

Arrange three items or events in sequential order

Produce rhyming words

Count orally to 50

Name numbers 0-15 out of sequence

Match quantities to numbers 0-15

Write numbers 0-15 (no reversals)

Order numbers 0-15

Skip count by 10’s to 100

Identify ordinal numbers to the 10th

Name copy and extend patterns: AABB

Compare sets 0-10 using words equal to, more than, less than

Identify positions: !inside !outside !near !far !in front of !behind !below, !above

Name and describe shapes: !oval !diamond !hexagon !trapezoid !octagon

Identify forms of land/water: !mountain !valley !plain !ocean !river !lake
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3rd Nine Weeks
Identify and produce letter sounds for L, B, H, K, O, W, X
Read high frequency words: !what !do !no !see !not !look !come !for !me !yes !is !in !are !here !has !of
Recognize words that have the same ending sounds
Count orally to 75
Skip count by  !5’s to 100
Name numbers 0-20 out of  sequence
Write numbers 0-20 (no reversals)
Match quantities to numbers 0-20
Order numbers 0-20
Solve addition problems with sums less than 10 using manipulative sets
Solve subtraction problems with differences less than 10 using manipulative sets
Name 3 dimensional shapes: !sphere !cube !cone !cylinder
Measure and estimate length using non-standard units
Interpret simple graphs using equal, more, less
Name: !quarter !dime !nickel !penny 
State values: !quarter !dime !nickel !penny
Tell time to the hour
Name, copy and extend patterns: ABC

4th Nine Weeks
Identify and produce letter sounds for Q, U, Z, J, E, Y, V
Read high frequency words: !so !little !his !her !with !when
Read color words: !red !blue !yellow !orange !purple !green !brown !black !white !pink !gray
Read number words: !zero !one !two !three !four !five !six !seven !eight !nine !ten
Recognize correct sentence structure: capitalization and punctuation marks 
Write CVC words from dictation 
Identify story elements: character, setting, plot
Form capital letters correctly from memory in ABC order
Form lower case letters correctly from memory in ABC order
Count orally to 100
Write numbers 0-25 (no reversals)
Name numbers 0-25 out of  sequence
Match quantities to numbers 0-25
Order numbers 0-25
Solve addition with sums less than 5 without manipulative sets
Solve subtraction problems using numbers 1-5 without manipulative sets
Skip count by 2’s to 20
Name copy and extend patterns: ABCD


